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“A standard reference on Irish flies that is set to influence tyers and tying far beyond Ireland for a long time to come.’ The Flydresser. ‘A must for all who flyfish.’ Irish Independent. About the Author. Peter O'Reilly is Ireland's leading authority on the trout and salmon fishing for which his country is justifiably famous. He is a regular contributor to Trout & Salmon magazine. He has lectured on angling at University College Dublin and is a fully qualified AGPAI flycasting instructor. His courses at Delphi Lodge and Bail...Â Great book, full of fly patterns that we don't normally see. Lots of interesting wet flies. Can't wait to tie them and try them. Read more. Helpful. Start by marking Trout And Salmon Flies Of Ireland as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Now in its fifth printing, this comprehensive guide to the fishing flies of Ireland critically assesses the trout, salmon and seatrout patterns currently used by anglers in Ireland. In alphabetical order, it features the traditional Irish flies, plus the tried and tested flies that have been imported by anglers to Ireland: what they look like and the materials used to tie them. Now in its fifth printing, this comprehensive guide to the fishing flies of Ireland critically assesses the trout, salmon and seatrout patterns currently used by anglers in Ireland. Confused by what makes a fish Trout vs. Salmon? This short guide explains how the Salmon and Trout families fit together, which ones taste best, and more. They’re also the reason fly fishing â€“ arguably, sportfishing in general â€“ exists. People have stocked Trout and Salmon in the most remote corners of the planet, from Argentina to Tasmania and well beyond. But what makes a species Trout vs. Salmon? Is this a Trout or a Salmon, and what does that mean, anyway? There’s a lot of confusion around this famous fishy family. In this short guide, you can learn the difference between Trout and Salmon. Find out how the families fit together and which ones are the tastiest in each group. Trout vs. Salmon: Meet the Family. O'REILLY PETER IRISH FLYTYING BOOK TROUT AND SALMON FLIES OF IRELAND hardbck NEW. Brand new. EUR 25.74. Atkinson book the greatest fly fishing around the world trout salmon & saltwater. Brand new. EUR 14.28.